ATTENTION AREA CLOSED 24/7 THRU JUNE 4th !!!

* TWY L CLOSED BETWEEN TWY L1 & RWY 1L APCH
* TWY B CLOSED BETWEEN RWY 10R/28L & TWY L

RUNWAY 1L/19R
RUNWAY DIMENSIONS
HAVE CHANGED
TORA: 3000
TODA: 3000
ASDA: 3000
LDA (1L): 3000
LDA (19R): 2650

AREAS CLOSED SUNRISE TO 1830L X
THESE AREAS OPEN DAILY at 1830L

10R / 28L CLOSED X
1L / 19R CLOSED X
TWY M CLOSED WEST OF TWY R X
TWY B CLOSED SOUTH OF TWY R X